
A report on the Illithids  
The first Illithids were discovered by explorers in the 

Underground Kingdoms about a century ago. The 

surviving explorer, a dwarf by the name of Frandor 

Axebinder, made notes of the incident and referred to the 

creatures with the dwarven word krakas-murghat or “mind 

flayers.” We have since adopted the term Illithid, from the 

Acheran word illithidi meaning “tentacled one.”  

Based on Axebinder’s report, here is an artist’s rendering 

of the Illithid. As you can see, it is fairly close to the actual 

specimen you have provided. 

On that original expedition, Axebinder’s companions were 

set upon in an isolated region of the Underground 

Kingdoms located beneath Khazak-Ur. Essentially, the party was picked off one by one by one of 

these creatures. It would strike from the darkness, blast the minds of the party, and make off with an 

individual. They would later find the individual lying dead, a hole in its skull and their brain removed.  

Also according to the notes, he chased the Illithid to its “lair”—which contained some sort of planar 

gate through which it escaped. Axebinder was not willing to pursue his prey through the gate. Thus, 

we believe that they are extra-planar—though from what plane, we do not know. A return expedition 

found no evidence of the gate.  

Another expedition encountered them about 50 years later, also in the Underground Kingdoms, this 

time beneath central Eacenia. That expedition reported that an Illithid dominated the mind of one of 

the expedition, causing them to attack the rest of the party. Meanwhile, the Illithid made off with one 

of the other members while the party was occupied with the rampaging thrall.  

What we do know… 

The Illithids possess powerful and strange psionic abilities unlike any other creature known on the 

face of, or below, Zaldara. The limits and nature of these powers are unknown. They are also known 

to use sorcery similar to that found on Zaldara.  

They see the humanoid races of Zaldara as prey—houses for the brains they wish to devour.  



Professor Dolward of the University of Jenna theorizes that due to the physical resemblance to 

some cephalopods found deep within the Aejennan Sea, it could also use its prey to incubate young, 

inserting said young into the brain of the creature and letting it feed, like a parasite. This is merely 

conjecture, however, as we’ve seen no evidence of this theory in action. 

 I’m afraid that is all I can provide without further study—and even then, I would probably not be able 

to provide much more. These creatures are exceeding rare and dangerous to encounter. May the 

Gods guide you on your path at this site.  

---Professor Haether Dallen, Yew College, PMCR 

 


